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SQUAW VALLEY 

PUBLIC SERVICE DISTRICT 

WELL 5R EMERGENCY PUMP REPLACEMENT 
 

DATE:  October 27, 2015 
 

TO:  District Board Members 
 

FROM:  Jesse McGraw, Operations Manager 
 

SUBJECT: Well 5R Emergency Pump Replacement 
   

BACKGROUND:  
Over the weekend of September 19th Well 5R stopped pumping water; although the motor 
continued to run. The on-call employee Josh Wilson discovered the problem Sunday morning 
and turned the motor off. Well 5R had been re-routed to fill the East Tank while the East 
Booster was down for repairs; staff determined there was sufficient emergency storage in the 
East Tank to avoid allocating another pump to the zone but only on a short term basis.  The 
Horizontal Well was placed into hand operation so as to gain maximum flow.   
 
The maintenance crew ran standard checks and determined it was likely the shaft between 
pump and motor had broken.  Carson Pump was in Squaw Valley on Monday the 21st setting up 
to run tests on the Perini well and was asked to move their rig over and dismantle Well 5R.  It 
was determined upon inspection of the pump that the bolts holding the pump bowls together 
had rusted through allowing the unit to flex and bind which caused the shaft to break. 
 
DISCUSSION:   
Well 5R was constructed in 1999 having been in service 16 years.  The well was inspected in 
2010 at which time it was found the column pipe was heavily corroded and was replaced with 
epoxy coated pipe.  After 5 years the epoxy coated pipe was found to be holding up against 
corrosion very well.  Staff determined that replacement with an epoxy coated pump and a new 
stainless steel shaft would save in the long run over rebuilding and replacement of the older 
equipment.  Staff investigated the option of installing a new stainless steel pump and found it 
to be cost prohibitive at $35,000. 
 
ALTERNATIVES:  
The alternatives were weighed by staff and appropriate action taken.  The replacement of the 
Well 5R pump was determined an emergency and the purchase and installation of the pump in 
the amount of $15,947 authorized by the General Manager per quotation No. 1637 from 
Carson Pump (attached).   
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FISCAL/RESOURCE IMPACTS:  
Funding for the project will come from the Water System Fixed Asset Replacement Fund.  The 
fund will be reduced by an amount equal to the cost of the repairs.  
 
RECOMMENDATION:  
No action is necessary this is an information item as required by the District’s purchasing policy. 
 
ATTACHMENTS:   
Quotation No. 1637 from Carson Pump dated September 23, 2015 
 
DATE PREPARED:  October 8, 2015 
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